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I’m Lee & over the last 10 years my team & I have provided
sound for hundreds of outdoor weddings around Sydney. This
guide has been put together to help you get great sound on
your special day regardless of whether you do business with us
or not. As I write this in September 2020 we’re still dealing
with COVID & I’ve included some tips on this.

What Do You Need Your Sound System To Do?
Before you can work out what you need, you’ll need to work out the requirements
of your particular wedding. Here's some examples:

Function

Considerations

Speech

You’ll want a medium powered system that
provides clear speech. A stand for the
speaker will help with coverage. A hand held
wireless microphone gives lots of flexibility
for changing between people speaking &
capturing vows.

(E.g. celebrant, MC or
readers.)

Background music

Aux cable or Bluetooth connection, medium
power.

Foreground music

Aux cable/Bluetooth + higher powered
speaker(s).

(E.g. if you want music
pumping as you’re
presented for the first
time.)
Live musicians/singers

Enough inputs/microphones for the
instruments, singers + celebrant.
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What Features Might Your System Need?
Options might include:
 Microphone (wired or wireless for the celebrant or guest readings).
 Aux cable or Bluetooth for playing music from a phone/iPod/laptop.
 Inputs or extra microphones for musicians/singers.
 Vocal effects for singers
 Output + cables for recording.
 Extra speakers for larger weddings or when you want louder music.

What Sized System Do I Need?
This depends on:
 How many guests. Whist wattage is not a perfect measure, a rough guide for
speech is 0.5 watts per person or slightly more if social distanced.
 The environment. If the location is noisy or windy you’ll need extra power.
Prime examples are beach or harbour side locations.
 How loud you want it. Some prefer soft background music whilst others want
to march out as a couple for the first time to their favorite music fully
cranked.
 If you’re having more than 100 people & especially with social distancing, you
might want to add a second speaker.
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What Type Of System Can I Use?
For locations where there’s no mains power available. These are some good
options:

All-In-One Battery Powered Portable PA system
This is a speaker that has a built in battery, microphone & mixer. These
are a popular choice for their convenience. They typically include a
wireless microphone &
auxiliary input. Others can
include extra wireless
microphones, extra inputs for
wired microphones or
instruments, CD player, USB
player or Bluetooth.
Chiayo Stage Pro inc. Wireless Microphone

Hybrid Battery Powered System
This might include a battery powered
speaker with separate third party
components such a wireless
microphone. These systems often
provide excellent sound quality &
flexibility but require a bit more skill
to set up.
Bose S1 battery powered speaker +
Sennheiser wireless microphone &
battery powered receiver.
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Battery/Inverter Powered System
This is where mains powered equipment is run from a separate

Bose L1 Compact speakers with
battery/inverter packs, Allen & Heath mixer &
Sennheiser wireless microphone.

battery/inverter pack. These are a
great option for larger weddings &
especially where there’s live music
as they allow use of a separate,
multi-channel mixer & to power
instruments like keyboards. They
can require some expertise to set
up & a delivery/setup service can
be good if you don’t have anyone
with audio experience.

Generator Powered System
These allow running even larger setups
such as full size bands with keyboards &
guitar & bass amps. A “silenced” type
generator is essential. This type of setup
has become less common as
battery/inverter & hybrid systems have
improved & become cheaper recently.
Again they require some expertise to set
up.

EV Evolve speakers with
Yamaha silenced generator,
Allen & Heath mixer &
Sennheiser wireless microphone.

If there is power available, for example with a back yard wedding or at a reception
center you can use regular mains powered equipment. Be careful to avoid tripping
hazards if running long power cables & ensure that outdoor power sockets are
actually working in advance.
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Celebrant’s System, DIY or Hire a Pro?
In sourcing your equipment there’s 3 common ways you can go:

Use Celebrant’s System
It can be a convenient option but be aware that celebrants aren’t sound technicians
so make sure their system can do what you want. Over the years we’ve seen some
woefully inadequate systems provided by celebrants so it may be worth doing some
homework & finding out what system they have. Some questions to ask might
include:
 What wattage is it? (Roughly 0.5 watts per person min.)
 Does it have the right connector to play music from your device?
 Will you need the system for anything else? For example, bucks night, hens
night, background music for post ceremony drinks,
announcements/background music at the reception or at a family recovery
breakfast?

Self Hire & DIY
You can self hire some excellent, easy-to-use systems if you’re willing to do a bit of
work yourself. My tips would be:
 Work out how long you need the equipment for. I strongly suggest pickup at
least a day prior to your wedding to give you a buffer in case anything goes
wrong & also so you can test & familiarize yourself with the system at home.
 Check your supplier’s standard hire period. Is it 24hrs, overnight or weekend?
This can make a huge difference to cost. For example if one company
charges $100 per 24hrs then picking up Friday at 12PM & returning Monday
12PM will cost you $300 whereas a company that charges $150 for a weekend
is half the cost!
 Does the supplier give a reduced rate for extra days of hire e.g. 50% for extra
days?
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 What days/times can you pick up & return? Does this fit in with your
schedule?
 Does the system come with any accessories you might need such as speaker
stands, microphone stands, charging cables & the all-important phone
adapters?
 What’s their cancellation policy? With the COVID situation the best laid
wedding plans can be instantly disrupted by sudden changes in government
regulation.
 Check for independent reviews on Google.

Hire a Professional
The same companies that do self hire often provide a delivery/setup service. This
will normally cost considerably more but can be a great option since:
 You get professional setup & fine tuning of the sound.
 An expert is available to solve any problems.
 They can setup an advanced system that might be tricky to self-setup. This is
especially true if you have live music.
 It avoids the hassle of pickup & return.

Tips when it comes to using a professional include:

 Confirming the 3 days prior & even on the day.
 Ensure they plan to turn up at least an hour prior.
 Ensure you have a mobile number for the person actually delivering.
 Confirm that they have the right location details.
 Since most ceremonies are fairly short it’s worth asking if the technician stays
on hand during the ceremony.
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 Check carefully the fine print when it comes to delivery costs. For this type of
event you want “specific time delivery” which is a different service to “courier
delivery” which could have a window of several days prior to the event.
Also check charges for after hours or weekend deliveries & pick up.
 Check for independent reviews on Google.

What’s Hot in 2020?
I must confess to bias being a Bose fan from way back & since we hire a boatload of
these ourselves but just read the reviews online & you’ll see what I mean. The best
outdoor wedding audio product to come along in many years
is the Bose S1 Pro battery powered speaker. It’s got just the
right balance of power, size, ease-of-use & of course amazing
sound. A bunch of battery powered speakers have hit the
market since with more power & features but with that comes
more weight & or complexity of use. With 2 mic/instrument
inputs, aux input & Bluetooth the S1 is just right for most
weddings. Here’s a great review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xK0WQYCdMg

COVID
Considerations include:
 The prevalence of smaller weddings that don’t need as large a system.
 Regulations against dancing. This might mean that a larger ceremony system
could also be used at the reception in lieu of a full DJ system.
 Social distancing means you might want to upsize your system to cover the
larger space taken up by your guests.
 Be aware of supplier cancellation policies in case you have to cancel due to
any sudden change in government regulations.
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The Audio Disaster Avoidance Checklist
Here’s some simple things you can do to make sure everything goes smoothly on the
day.
If hiring, confirm your order 3 days in advance.
If getting delivery, check delivery time & address. A Google Maps link can be
good way to show precise locations. Have a contact number for the delivery
person & make sure they have your’s too.
If self hiring, make sure you know how to use the equipment in advance. Be
sure to turn off any battery powered equipment when finished testing so it’s
not flat when you arrive at the wedding.
Have a dedicated playback device for music such as an iPod or laptop rather
than your phone. Whilst you can put your phone on do-not-disturb, a wedding
is one time you’ll really need to use your phone for calls from lost guests or
photos.
If you’re using a streaming service like Spotify then make sure the playlist is in
offline mode so it can play even if there’s no internet access.
Make sure you have a backup of your playlist. Your phone can be great for
this.
Place the speaker well away from the microphone to avoid squealing feedback.
Having time up your sleeve can cover a multitude of problems so make sure
your equipment is at the site & tested well in advance. We like to arrive 2
hours prior. Having time to relax or even grab a coffee is 10 times better than
being late & stressed.

If hiring a battery powered system, make sure it comes with a charger just in
case you want to use it longer e.g. at the reception.
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Whist most sound systems are very reliable these days it’s still great to have a
plan B. This might include:
 Sourcing a backup system in case your celebrant’s system dies.
 Hiring a 2 speaker system even if you theoretically only need one. This
will give you better sound coverage too. You might be able to get a
good deal on extra gear especially since things are quiet for a lot of
suppliers during COVID.
 Wireless microphones are reasonably complex pieces of equipment. A
backup wired mic can be hired for just $20.
 We mentioned the All-In-One type portable PA systems above. Whist
they offer convenience you do have a lot of eggs in one basket. These
are a popular choice with celebrants. A hybrid type system does offer a
bit more redundancy with it’s separate, stand alone components.
 If planning a destination wedding it may be worth sourcing extra
equipment since you might be unable to source equipment locally if
there’s a problem. We get a lot of couples hire for weddings in the
Hunter Valley, Southern Highlands or Blue Mountains & we like to
suggest they take an extra speaker or wired microphone just in case.

I hope this report has been useful to you. If you are looking to hire equipment do
keep us in mind.
Lee Wright
Sydney PA Hire
http://www.sydneypahire.com.au/
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